
07   March   2021   
Re:   Bylaws   2021-05   and   2021-06:   Opposition   to   TSMV   ASPs   
  

Dear   Municipal   Clerk,   Mayor   and   Members   of   Town   Council,   
  

I   urge   the   Town   to    reject    the   Three   Sisters   Mountain   Village   (TSMV)   development   as   currently   proposed.   
I   have   concerns   about   the   potential   for   myriad   negative   impacts   on   Canmore   and   beyond.   The   issues   
around   this   ASP   are   numerous   and   have   been   problematic   for   decades,   as   you   are   surely   already   aware.   
They   include,   but   are   not   limited   to:     

1. Overpopulation/crowding/congestion   
2. Long   term   infeasibility   of   wildlife   corridors     
3. Contributions   to   Climate   Change     
4. Undermining   risks   and   potential   financial   liabilities   for   the   Town   and   taxpayers     
5. Projected   financial   burden   on   ToC/taxpayers.   eg.   new   residential   taxes   not   covering   new   expenses     
6. Changing   the   status   of   lands   presently   zoned   for   Conservation   of   Wildlands     
7. Changing   Canmore’s   Growth   Boundary     
8. Not   fully   addressing   Affordable   Housing   
9. Less   community   engagement   than   should   be   expected   for   a   proposal/change   of   such   magnitude   

  
The   above   listed   issues   are   thoroughly   discussed   in   one   of   the   documents   I   reference   below.     
  

I   have   read   TSMV’s   rebuttals   to   a   dozen   of   the   community’s   objections   to   their   project   (see   page   24-25   in   
the    04-March-2021   edition    of   the   Rocky   Mountain   Outlook).   I   have   also   read   through   the    TSMV.ca  
website   and   other   marketing   materials.   TSMV’s   PR   arm   does   a   good   job   of   making   it   sound   like   they   are   
doing   everything   possible   to   mitigate   and/or   minimize   potential   negative   impacts   and   to   align   with   the   
Town’s   requirements   and   requests.   I’d   like   to   believe   that   they   truly   are   and   that   the   eventual   development   
on   that   land   will,   indeed,   take   the   larger   community’s   concerns   to   heart   as   they   build.   Unfortunately,   their   
slick   marketing   message   still   fails   to   fully   address   the   many   compelling   arguments   against   it.     
  

I   am   not   against   all   development.   My   home   is   right   next   to   the   Hawks   Bend   PAH   development   and   I   did   
not   protest   against   that.   Although   there   were   legitimate   reasons   to   question   whether   housing   was   
ultimately   the   best   and   highest   use   of   that   rare,   flat,   in-town   parcel   of   Municipal   Reserve   land,   Hawks   
Bend   did   address   a   need   for   permanently   affordable   housing   for   hard-working,   full-time   locals/families   
and   seems   to   be   an   overall   positive   addition   to   the   community.   I   am   fine   with   the   nearby   iPlace   
development   and   even   with   the   Gateway   portion   of   the   TSMV   plan.   What   I’m   against   is   the   rest   of   the   
TSMV   development    as   proposed .     
  

The   TSMV   Three   Sisters   and   Smith   Creek   ASPs   could   have   huge   known   and   unintended   consequences   
affecting   not   only   Canmore   proper,   but   the   whole   Bow   Valley   and   the   entire   Yellowstone   to   Yukon   
international   corridor.   These   ASPs   conflict   with   our   existing   MDP,   with   conservation   wildlands   zoning,   
and   also   with   several   bylaws.   Any   ASP   that   effectively   doubles   the   Town's   population   will   have   countless   
unintended   consequences   that   could   cost   taxpayers   dearly   --   with   questionable   community   benefit   in   
return.   
  



For   this   ASP,   I   ask   the   Town   to:   
● Reject   any   request   to   expand   Canmore's   Urban   Growth   Boundary.   
● Uphold   the   present   Conservation   of   Wildlands   zoning   in   the   Smith   Creek   ASP   area.    CW   2018-22   

shows   where   the   only   permitted   uses   are   wildlife   corridors   and   habitat.   These   municipal   
documents   were   unanimously   approved   by   Canmore   Council   and   supported   by   the   majority   of   
Canmore   citizens.     

● Uphold   the   existing   zoning   for   the   unfinished   (and   heavily   undermined)   golf   course   —   as   
proposed   by   TSMV   itself   in   an   earlier   ASP.   That   zoning   is   meant   to   provide   a   buffer   to   the   
otherwise   compromised   wildlife   corridor   through   there.   

● Use   zoning   to   mitigate   wildlife   corridor   pinch   points   that   were   approved   by   the   Province,   but   
which   are   not   based   on   the   latest,   independent   science.     

● Refuse   to   increase   the   number   of   allowable   residential   units   as   per   Bylaw   1-98.   

At   the   very   least,   the   Town   should   uphold   the   ToC   LUB   (Section   14.9.2.4)   to   limit   the   number   of   units.   
Having   declared   a   "Climate   Emergency,"   now   is   not   the   time   to   be   adding   to   the   Valley's   carbon   footprint  
by   adding   so   many   units/residents/users.   I   understand   that   some   decisions   are   in   the   hands   of   the   
Province,   but   the   Town   still   has   plenty   of   power   to   shape   TSMV   to   limit   some   of   the   expected   damage.   
  

Despite   TSMV’s   website   depicting   shiny,   happy   people   living   in   harmony   with   each   other   and   with   
Mother   Nature,   we   cannot   forget   that   the    company’s    primary   objective   here   is   to   MAKE   A   PROFIT.   The   
Town’s    primary   objective   should   be   to   ensure   an   optimal   future   for   the   entire   Canmore   community.   Please   
don’t   let   Canmore   become   internationally   known   as   the   town   that   blocked   wildlife’s   passage   through   our   
segment   of   the   critically   important   Y2Y   corridor.   And,   remember,   if   the   TSMV   business   entity   goes   
bankrupt   (again!),   the   Town   could   be   on   the   hook   for   many   outstanding   liabilities.   The   “L”   in   TSMVPL   
stands   for   “Limited”   as   in   Limited   Liability.   I   urge   the   Town   to   be   very   cautious   in   limiting   its   own   
liabilities   from   this   For   Profit   project.     
  

I   understand   that   this   is   a   highly   complex   ASP   and   do   not   envy   the   Town’s   decision   makers   as   you   
navigate   this   whole   thorny   issue.   May   you   take   all   of   our   concerns   into   account   as   you   do   so.   
  

Thank   you   for   your   consideration.    
Sincerely,   

Bridge�   J.   Fearin�   
Canmore   
  

Documents   referenced   above:   
● A   full   discussion   of    nine   major   issues    that   I   and   fellow   concerned   residents   have   re   TSMV.   
● For   further   details   on   the   long   history   of   the   TSMV   saga,   please   see   Pages   11-14   of   the   December   

2020    Alberta   Wilderness   Association   Journal .   
● Article   about   how    Kelowna    is   learning   the   hard   lessons   of   having   allowed   development   sprawl.     

  


